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SIWEL’S UNIQUE VISION:

The Next Generation of IT

Siwel’s “Next 

Generation” Vision 
• Data center transformation  
  using modular architecture.

• End user computing: anywhere,  
  anytime, from any device.

• Cloud computing: a journey  
  to a more agile IT solution.

vi·sion
\’vi-zh n\
noun 
a. the stated aims and objectives of a business or other organization

b. the ability or an instance of great perception, especially of future developments – a vivid mental image 

Since our founding in 1992, Siwel has provided exceptional, cost-effective IT solutions for our customers based on our unique 

holistic approach, industry-leading technical proficiency, iron-clad vendor partnerships and team of professionals who share 
an uncommon passion for excellence. Through this collective experience, we have developed our own “great perception of 

future developments” - a unique vision of what The Next Generation of IT will look like.

       Siwel designs and builds IT infrastructures and processes that are in full alignment with critical business  

          objectives, with innovation and simple execution as priorities. We have developed our “Next Generation”   

             IT model to provide end-to-end solutions that deliver essential applications and data where they are  

   needed, when they are needed, via the most efficient and secure data center, end user and cloud  
      infrastructures. Innovation combined with precise execution of architecture, tools and processes are  

         the key elements of the Siwel vision. Our focus on our clients’ business drivers, our desire to leverage  

         existing IT assets to the greatest extent possible, and our “gap-oriented” approach set a Siwel  

       Next Generation IT environment apart from others.  

             Siwel implements this vision for each environment based on the client’s specific business objectives and  
           IT assets already in place. Our approach is truly consultative; before we can begin to discuss the  

        parameters of a custom IT solution, we listen for answers to some key questions:

 • What are the critical business objectives?
 • How well do existing resources, processes and technologies support these business objectives? 
 • What are the gaps in IT that impede achievement of these business objectives? 
 • What current client IT assets can be retained and re-used? 
 • Is data and information management currently an asset or a liability? 
 • Can your most important data be seamlessly retrieved for multiple uses?
 • What cultural and legacy IT decisions need to be reconsidered? 
 • Is evolution or revolution a more acceptable approach to IT development?

As we get deeper into discussions with each client about their business objectives and IT needs, conversations almost always 

develop around the need to increase capabilities, enhance SLAs, improve overall efficiency, reduce costs and/or mitigate 
risk in one of three key parts of their IT architecture to create their Next Generation of IT:

 • Data Center Transformation 
   • End User Computing 
 • Cloud Computing 



VMware products allow the endpoint to be irrelevant, so it becomes easier to deliver a nearly identical experience across multiple 

devices. The remaining challenges for Next Generation end user computing are security and user profile management. While this 
type of consistent, secure end user computing was at one time simply a “nice to have,” it is rapidly becoming mission-critical. All 

these issues must be addressed to create a rich, consistent end user experience. 

User Interface / GUI: The new paradigm for end user computing ensures that each user has the same full-featured, trouble-free 

view (GUI) and experience from all devices. In The Next Generation of IT, all authorized applications and data, work-related and 
personal, must be accessible from home, workplace and mobile devices, without compromising the security of company systems or 

information. The default condition places the “desktop” icons in the same position on each device, accessible via the same process 

and with the same passwords, etc.

Security: In the Next Generation data center users are categorized into power users, task users and mobile users. As solution 
provider, Siwel helps clients provide anytime, anywhere access to only those critical applications and data that each user requires, 

maintaining total control over access and use. Company data and systems are secure regardless of the method or device used for 
access, and each authorized end user has access whenever and wherever they need it.

 Profile Management: In a Next Generation environment, analysis tools are used to  

 gather and evaluate how each employee uses his/her devices, then segregate personal  
 from business use for the purpose of managing the organization’s IT resources. Personal  
 and non-essential data is segregated from mission-critical and proprietary company data  

 and applications, to create a storage structure that is more efficient, cost-effective and  
 secure, while enabling end users to maintain access to company and personal information  

 via a single, comprehensive interface.  

 

   Next Generation in the Cloud 

   In the Next Generation IT environment, end user computing demands,  

   more comprehensive and demanding service level agreements and  

   other factors combine to accelerate the pace of play for all aspects  

   of IT. It can be a daunting task to meet business goals and directives  

 using only existing in-house investments in technology and resources. Existing assets must  
 be leveraged to build out a customized cloud solution, within or outside the data center.

 As a Next Generation solution provider, Siwel builds modular on-site infrastructures on  

 a solid virtualized platform, and also fulfills the role of intermediary (“broker”)  
 between a company’s on-premise private cloud and the offerings of validated  

 (off-site) cloud providers. We offer off-site private and public offerings that best  
 suit enterprise demands and roadmaps as well as interoperability and security. In  

 The Next Generation of IT, migration to the cloud is a phased process, rather than  

     one that requires heavy lifting.  

The Next Generation of IT includes 3 categories of cloud, each offering robust solutions to drive your company closer to  

the ultimate goal: offering IT as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). They  
are characterized as follows:

Private On-Site Cloud: Rapid deployment of integrated and pretested compute, storage, and network components into a          
single architecture that scales to fit a variety of customer environments based on validated designs. Choice, efficiencies and                      
control are landmark benefits leveraged through the symphony of technologies Siwel deploys for cloud solutions that            
increase efficiency and reduce business risk.

Private Off-Site Cloud: A modular cloud offering built to match your internal cloud, in order to leverage the growing  

capabilities of component manufacturers such as VMware, NetApp, Cisco and IBM. A private off-site cloud enables powerful 
movement and management of workloads, multiple users and dedicated resource pool architectures. 

Public Off-Site Cloud: Same as the Private Off-Site Cloud, but in a shared environment to maximize elasticity and immediate  
growth possibilities. Web-based access enables easy-to-use compute capacity with no minimum commitments.

  

  Next Generation Data Center 

  Discovery and due diligence with our clients typically begin in the data center, where our focus is on creating a highly  
  efficient, virtualized server and storage infrastructure. Siwel analyzes patterns of behavior, demand and response to  
  establish a baseline of requirements – then we look beyond to paint a picture of all that is truly possible.  

  We transform this vision into reality by building customized, modular solutions using “best-of-breed” products 
from industry-leading partners, including IBM, NetApp, VMware and more than a dozen other IT innovators. Building partnerships 
with these high caliber companies works best for both Siwel and our customers. Every Siwel technology partner shares our 
commitment to battle-tested, unified infrastructures that offer the latest capabilities and can be deployed simply, with minimal 
risk and predictable, positive results. 

To define the Next Generation data center, Siwel focuses on 5 key components of data center infrastructure that must work 
together seamlessly to maximize efficiency, reduce cost and mitigate risk: 

Storage & Data Management: Next Generation storage solutions must be easy to implement and accessible to all users, 

regardless of location, and incorporate enhanced data management methods and techniques, including deduplication, tiering, 

instant recovery and virtual tape libraries (VTLs).

Server Infrastructure: Next Generation server infrastructure  

must be reliable and flexible, and incorporate as much of  
the client’s existing infrastructure and preferences as possible  

into any new solution.  

Virtualization: In the Next Generation data center the  

efficiencies inherent in a virtualized environment are essential  
elements. Virtualization enables the services layer to be  
decoupled from the infrastructure and allows for more  

agile applications.

IT Asset Management: Until recently IT Asset Management  
was relatively easy, due to the 1:1 ratio of software to  

servers. Today there are usually many software instances on 

each physical server. The Next Generation data center must  

include a comprehensive IT Asset Management program that 

combines timely, accurate business intelligence with excellent 

business analytics, to support better business decisions.

Professional Staffing: In the Next Generation data center  

IT staff is agile, flexible and technically superior. The  
working environment is characterized by reduced operating 
and capital expenses and can adapt quickly to new  

business opportunities.

There is an accelerating trend toward faster, lower risk  

deployment of new or enhanced data center solutions through  

the use of optimized, elastic, custom-sized modules, or “pods.” These bundled solutions consist of compatible, field-tested  
components for core data center operations (server, storage, virtualization, switches/connectivity) as well as for other  
data center functionalities, like cloud enablement.   

  Next Generation End User Computing 

  The Next Generation of IT includes a proliferation of ever-more-capable end user devices – desktops, thin/zero  
  clients, laptops, pads, smart phones, etc. Companies are challenged to better understand how each employee  
  uses his/her devices, as well as how to segregate personal from business use for the purpose of managing the 
organization’s IT resources. Bandwidth issues can arise and must be addressed. Companies make it a high priority to provide 
the same consistent, reliable, secure experience for each end user, regardless of the device being used or its physical 

location. These factors combine to increase management complexity and support costs. 
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The Next Generation cloud will help your company harness some of the efficiencies offered by off-premise cloud  
computing providers like our partner, Terremark. IT challenges like disaster recovery, new workloads resulting from  

future business growth, and spike computing/storage demands can be addressed via a hybrid cloud model (internal 
cloud augmented by an external cloud). Siwel has found that in order to maintain proper SLAs, security and compliance, 
and retain IT intellectual property, firms are maintaining a solid internal virtualized infrastructure that facilitates proper 
management and use of external cloud resources.   

Remote Site Monitoring & Management: In the Next Generation cloud, remote site monitoring and management  

solutions enable companies to receive a constant real-time stream of data from a variety of devices on the network - 

including servers, networking hardware and end user devices – while allowing remote management of these devices.  

Summary

The Next Generation of IT overcomes business challenges and provides capabilities that were nearly unthinkable only  

a very short time ago. Whether we are engaged to build out or transform a data center infrastructure, the end user  

experience or a cloud implementation, or elegantly tie it all together, Siwel develops and deploys solutions with an eye  

always on where IT is going. Our unique holistic approach ensures alignment with business objectives, improves overall  

efficiency, reduces risk, lowers costs, and positions clients to meet their business objectives for years to come.   

About Siwel Consulting, Inc.

Siwel Consulting delivers industry-leading technical expertise and IT implementation services, including innovative  
virtualization, storage, end-user computing and cloud enablement solutions, comprehensive IT asset management  
programs, efficient management of the IT supply chain and cost-effective staffing services. We work closely with each 
client to optimize IT assets and align IT strategy with overall business objectives. Our longstanding partnerships with the 
most important IT innovators guarantee that Siwel clients always have access to the most current, most reliable and most 

cost-effective IT solutions. The result is greater operational efficiency, new sources of competitive advantage and  
additional revenue opportunities. 

Siwel is a woman-owned business founded in 1992, and is headquartered in New York City.

Contact Us

Siwel Consulting, Inc.

71 West 23rd Street, Suite 1907

New York, NY  10010

phone:  212.691.9326

fax:  212.929.6815 
email:  info@siwel.com
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